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Assessed Value: The value of a property 

according to the tax rolls in ad valorem 

taxation; may be higher or lower than 

market value, or based on an assessment 

ratio that is a percentage of market value. ‡ 

 

Cash Equivalency: The procedure in which 

the sale prices of comparable properties sold 

with atypical financing are adjusted to 

reflect typical market terms. 

 

Contract, coupon, face, or nominal rent: 

The nominal rent payment specified in the 

lease contract. It does not reflect any offsets 

for free rent, unusual tenant improvement 

conditions, or other factors that may modify 

the effective rent payment. 

 

Effective Rent: 1) The rental rate net of 

financial concessions such as periods of no 

rent during a lease term; may be calculated 

on a discounted basis, reflecting the time 

value of money, or on a simple, straight-line 

basis. ‡ 2) The economic rent paid by the 

lessee when normalized to account for 

financial concessions, such as escalation 

clauses, and other factors. Contract, or 

normal, rents must be converted to effective 

rents to form a consistent basis of 

comparison between comparables. 

 

Fee Simple Estate: Absolute ownership 

unencumbered by any other interest or 

estate, subject only to the limitations 

imposed by the governmental powers of 

taxation, eminent domain, police power, 

and escheat. ‡  

 

Floor Area Ratio: (FAR) The relationship 

between the above-ground floor area of a 

building, as described by the building code, 

and the area of the plot on which it stands; 

in planning and zoning, often expressed as a 

decimal, e.g., a ratio of 2.0 indicates that the 

permissible floor area of a building is twice 

the total land area; also called building-to-

land ratio. ‡ 

Full Service Lease: A lease in which rent 

covers all operating expenses. Typically, full 

service leases are combined with an expense 

stop, the expense level covered by the 

contract lease payment. Increases in 

expenses above the expense stop level are 

passed through to the tenant and are known 

as expense pass throughs. 

 

Going-Concern Value: 1) The market value 

of all tangible and intangible assets of an 

established and operating business with an 

indefinite life, as if sold in aggregate; more 

accurately termed the market value of the 

going concern. 2) The value of an operating 

business enterprise. Goodwill may be 

separately measured but is an integral 

component of going-concern value when it 

exists and is recognizable. ‡ 

 

Gross Building Area (GBA): The sum of all 

areas at each floor as measured to the 

exterior walls. 

 

Highest and Best Use: The reasonably 

probable and legal use of vacant land or an 

improved property, which is physically 

possible, appropriately supported, 

financially feasible, and that results in the 

highest value.  The four criteria the highest 

and best use must meet are legal 

permissibility, physical possibility, financial 

feasibility, and maximum profitability. ‡ 

 

Insurable Value: A type of value for 

insurance purposes. ‡ 

 

Intended Use: The use or uses of an 

appraiser’s reported appraisal, appraisal 

review or appraisal consulting assignment 

opinions and conclusions, as identified by 

the appraiser based on communication with 

the client at the time of the assignment. 

 

Intended User: The client and any other 

part of identified by name, or type, as users  
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of the appraisal, appraisal review or 

appraisal consulting report by the appraiser 

on the basis of communication with the 

client at the time of the assignment. 

 

Investment Value: The value of a property 

interest to a particular investor or class or 

investors based on the investors specific 

requirements. Investment value may be 

different from market value because it 

depends on a set of investment criteria that 

are not necessarily typical of the market. ‡ 

 

Leased Fee Interest: A freehold (ownership 

interest) where the possessory interest has 

been granted to another party by creation of 

a contractual landlord-tenant relationship 

(i.e., a lease).‡ 

 

Leasehold Interest: The tenant’s possessory 

interest in the leased property. ‡ 

 

Load Factor: The amount added to usable 

area to calculate the rentable area. It is also 

referred to as a “rentable add-on factor” 

which, according to BOMA, “is computed 

by dividing the difference between the 

usable square footage and rentable square 

footage by the amount of the usable area. 

Convert the figure into a percentage by 

multiplying by 100. 

 

Market Value “As If Complete” On The 

Appraisal Date: Market value as if complete 

on the appraisal date is an estimate of the 

market value of a property with all 

construction, conversion, or rehabilitation 

hypothetically completed, or under other 

specified hypothetical conditions as of the 

date of the appraisal. With regard to 

properties wherein anticipated market 

conditions indicate that stabilized 

occupancy is not likely as of the date of 

completion, this estimate of value should 

reflect the market value of the property as if 

complete and prepared for occupancy by 

tenants.  

 

Market Value “As Is” On The Appraisal 

Date: Market value “as is” on the appraisal 

date is an estimate of the market value of a 

property in the condition observed upon 

inspection and as it physically and legally 

exists without hypothetical conditions, 

assumptions, or qualifications as of the date 

of appraisal. 

 

Market Value: Market value is one of the 

central concepts of the appraisal practice. 

Market value is differentiated from other 

types of value in that it is created by the 

collective patterns of the market. Market 

value means the most probable price which 

a property should bring in a competitive 

and open market under all conditions 

requisite to a fair sale, the buyer and seller 

each acting prudently and knowledgeably, 

and assuming the price is not affected by 

undue stimulus. Implicit in this definition is 

the consummation of a sale as of a specified 

date and the passing of title from seller to 

buyer under conditions whereby: 1) A  

reasonable time is allowed for exposure in 

the open market; 2) Both parties are well 

informed or well advised, and acting in 

what they consider their own best interests; 

3) Buyer and seller are typically motivated; 

4) Payment is made in terms of cash in U.S.  

dollars or in terms of financial arrangements  

comparable thereto; and 5) The price 

represents the normal consideration for the 

property sold unaffected by special or 

creative financing or sales concessions 

granted by anyone associated with the sale.§ 

 

Marketing Time: An opinion of the amount 

of time it might take to sell a real or personal 

property interest at the concluded market 

value level during the period immediately 

after the effective date of an appraisal.  

Marketing time differs from exposure time, 

which is always presumed to precede the 

effective date of an appraisal. ‡ 
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Net Lease: Lease in which all or some of the 

operating expenses are paid directly by the 

tenant. The landlord never takes possession 

of the expense payment. In a Triple Net Lease 

all operating expenses are the responsibility 

of the tenant, including property taxes, 

insurance, interior maintenance, and other 

miscellaneous expenses. However, 

management fees and exterior maintenance 

are often the responsibility of the lessor in a 

triple net lease. A modified net lease is one in 

which some expenses are paid separately by 

the tenant and some are included in the rent. 

 

Net Rentable Area: (NRA) 1) The area on 

which rent is computed. 2) The Rentable 

Area of a floor shall be computed by 

measuring to the inside finished surface of 

the dominant portion of the permanent 

outer building walls, excluding any major 

vertical penetrations of the floor. No 

deductions shall be made for columns and 

projections necessary to the building. 

Include space such as mechanical room, 

janitorial room, restrooms, and lobby of the 

floor. * 

 

Prospective future value “upon completion 

of Construction”: Prospective future value 

“upon completion of construction” is the 

prospective value of a property on the 

future date that construction is completed, 

based upon market conditions forecast to 

exist, as of that completion date. The value 

estimate at this stage is stated in current 

dollars unless otherwise indicated. 

 

Prospective Future Value “Upon Reaching 

Stabilized Occupancy”: Prospective future 

value “upon reaching stabilized occupancy” 

is the prospective value of a property at a 

future point in time when all improvements 

have been physically constructed and the 

property has been leased to its optimum 

level of long-term occupancy. The value  

estimate at this stage is stated in current 

dollars unless otherwise indicated.  

 

Exposure Time 1) the time a property 

remains on the market. 2) The estimated 

length of time the property interest being 

appraised would have been offered on the 

market prior to the hypothetical 

consummation of a sale at market value on 

the effective date of the appraisal; a 

retrospective estimate based upon an 

analysis of past events assuming a 

competitive and open market. ‡ 

 

Shell Space: Space which has not had any 

interior finishing installed, including even 

basic improvements such as ceilings and 

interior walls, as well as partitions, floor 

coverings, wall coverings, etc.  

 

Usable Area: 1) The area actually used by 

individual tenants. 2) The Usable Area of an 

office is computed by measuring to the 

finished surface of the office side of corridor 

and other permanent walls, to the center of 

partitions that separate the office from 

adjoining usable areas, and to the inside 

finished surface of the dominant portion of 

the permanent outer building walls. 

Excludes areas such as mechanical rooms, 

janitorial room, restrooms, lobby, and any 

major vertical penetrations of a multi-tenant 

floor. *  

 

Use Value: In real estate appraisal, the value 

a specific property has for a specific use; 

may be the highest and best use of the 

property or some other use specified as a 

condition of the appraisal. ‡   

 

Value Appraised: During the real estate 

development process, a property typically 

progresses from a state of unimproved land 

to construction of improvements to 

stabilized occupancy. In general, the market 

value associated with the property increases 

during these stages of development. After 

reaching stabilized occupancy, ongoing 

forces affect the property during its life,  
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including a physical wear and tear, 

changing market conditions, etc. These 

factors continually influence the property’s 

market value at any given point in time. 

______________________________________ 

‡ The Dictionary of Real Estate Appraisal, Fifth 

Edition, 2010. 

 

§ The office of the Comptroller of the 

Currency, 12 CFR Part 34, Subpart C, 

§34.42(f), August 24, 1990. This definition is  

compatible with the definition of market 

value contained in The Dictionary of Real 

Estate Appraisal, Fifth Edition, and the 

Uniform Standards of Professional 

Appraisal Practice adopted by the Appraisal 

Standards Board of The Appraisal 

Foundation, 1992 edition. This definition is 

also compatible with the OTS, RTC, FDIC, 

NCUA, and the Board of Governors of the 

Federal Reserve System definition of market 

value. 

 

* 1990 BOMA Experience Exchange Report, 

Income/Expense Analysis for Office 

Buildings (Building Owners and Managers 

Association, 1990) 


